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Borderland at Collyer Bristow Gallery
Investigating different approaches to landscape: from the urban and artificial to the natural
and wild

Aliki Braine - G L Brierley - Muhanned Cader - Kate-Rose Carrick- Barry Cawston - Jeanne
Gargam - Lucia King- Rona Lee  - Lee Maelzer - Bob Matthews- Elizabeth de Monchaux - Jost
Münster- Minou Norouzi- Nick Offer- Howard Silverman - Gee Song

 
Private View: Wednesday 11 February 2009
Exhibition open: 11 February –  15 April 2009

Collyer Bristow Gallery, 4 Bedford Row, London, WC1R 4DF

Landscape as subject matter or muse has had an enduring place throughout art history. Borderland
brings together sixteen contemporary artists whose practice has taken on landscape and returned it in
painterly, drawn, sculptural or photographic form. All have different approaches to the subject matter
but revere landscape for its ability to change, adapt and regenerate.

Rona Lee's photographs form part of an ongoing project,  the submersion series, referencing
swimming pools. She describes herself as being "drawn to the play of safety and danger with which
pools are charged and the ways in which they might read as spaces of the sublime, where control and
loss are held in a precarious balance." Similarly Muhanned Cader has filled sketchbook after
sketchbook meticulously with Scottish seascapes for his Scapes in Shapes series, each one framed with
repeated motifs. These monotone scenes could be anywhere in the world but for Cader, the landscape
is reminiscent of his native Sri Lanka.  A similar duality of practice and intent is found in the work of
Lucia King who will be showing some large drawings directly related to her "performative" approach to
the medium, often striking a tension with the surrounding architecture. In addition her smaller, framed,
drawings are observed works stemming from her travels to India and the thought processes that were
engendered during these travels. 

Borderland includes artists whose approaches to the use of paint and pencil media diverge as much as
the subject itself. The exhibition includes drawings by Howard Silverman  from a series of exploratory
sketches made in September 2008 for the first of three mobile sculptures, themed around the idea of
gardens – what they represent or might represent.  In my garden there is a flowerbed where
Prometheus sleeps references regeneration and renewal. However Aliki Braine and Barry Cawston
consider Man's very direct effect on the world around us. Braine's photographs of hunting woods are
quite literally shot through in a tight, regimented pattern, creating not a new space but a void. As a
recipeint of a Nikon /Bjp Endframe Bursary Cawston has been photographing the impact of Human
activity on the landscape through his Yangtze Series of works focusing on the rapid rise in development
along the Yangtze river and its physical, cultural and societal impact on the area. Minou Norouzi 's
single channel video work  Limb from Limb  2007 focuses on the progress of a Los Angeles palm tree,
which like most of the city's inhabitants is an immigrant. In the artists own words the city "receives a
continuous face lift with it’s mature full size palms being undug, beautified and replanted". All of these
works epitomise the idea of borderland - the mid space between the natural and the man-made, as well
as the divergences between the past and the present.



Nick Offer and Bob Matthews take a more direct and perhaps romantic approach to the subject. Offer
has been producing paintings of the Western Highlands in Scotland for the past two years, camping in
the landscape. He has been drawn primarily to the acid greens of the hills and to the huge emotional
range they convey Meanwhile Matthews has recently been visiting communities that explore alternative
cultures to the artificial, developed nature as referenced by Gee Song, Jost Münster and Norouzi. One
ex-Stazi training camp in Germany is now home to eco-communes where art and landscape become
intertwined. Matthews' resulting artworks combine the physical landscape, through found natural
materials, painted with abstract shapes and are an intriguing combination of the found and the
imagined.This convergence and divergence is echoed in the work of Elizabeth de Monchaux whose
manipulated photographic images of marshland and wild habitat create a new vista. The mirroring
effect that she uses creates an almost humanistic presence, albeit one corseted by the constraints of
land and sky.

Whilst Jost Münster, playful and subtle in equal measure, allows painting itself to create the scape GL
Brierley predominantly uses paint and digital technologies balanced with cultural element: textiles
(lace, paisley), and wood, as well as alchemical symbols. In her own words  "There is an attempt to
balance the opposing themes of control and chaos, organic and synthetic, light and dark ......". 
Referencing the ubiquitious bilboard and familiar architectural shapes Munster's work moves the
exhibition from the wilds of nature to the environment constructed by human hand. Recent Goldsmiths
MFA graduate Gee Song is interested in the illusion of nature as portrayed in our desire to escape.
Societal fantasies around what nature might bring us, and the virtual and actual objects and memories
that we return with from such 'getaways' are explored by Song though her paintings.

Lee Maelzer's enigmatic paintings also place us at the point between the real and the imagined. They
bring landscape and nature into close proximity with man. Fest describes the relationship between the
welsh slate-built house and the collapsing slag heap behind it. The cinematic nature of landscape
continues to be explored by Kate-Rose Carrick whose theatrical props reference films where nature
and man are at odds, and where the mind plays a significant part in the unfolding narrative. Filmic
references are also present in sculptural and slide works by  Jeanne Gargam whose pieces, taken from
nature and reinterpreted as installations,  create an eerie middle groun, one where reality and surreality
converge.

Borderland journeys through landscape, both familiar and imagined. These artists represent some of
the best interpretations of this subject and bring to the gallery a fresh set of questions about Man's
relationship with our ever changing world. Beautiful, evocative and challenging they open the Collyer
Bristow 2009 programme with a direct look at our place in the world and how we are influenced by our
environment.

Exhibition continues until 15 April 2009

Viewing is by appointment Monday to Friday during office hours
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